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Now have a GUI based 
mechanism for undertaking 
version control on cells, cell 
views, libraries, objects, etc., 
with complete data integrity 
and atomic operations for all 
collections of objects.  All of 
the current DesignSync 
commands supported by the 
DesignSync-ADS Connector

Supports file based and 
manifest based (DesignSync 
modules) methodology.

ADS Users: 

Full interoperability between 
Virtuoso & ADS can be 
exploited by checking out from 
DesignSync repository in one 
environment, and checking to 
the DesignSync repository in 
the other environment

Increased Productivity and 
maintain data integrity across 
design teams

ADS/Cadence Users:

Have a secure, reliable means 
of managing version control on 
collaborative designs that 
require instantaneous data 
sharing

Design Terms:
Product Overview

Consensia’s DesignSync / ADS Connector (DS-ADS) is an ‘out of the box’ 
interface between Dassault Systèmes Synchronicity DesignSync and Keysight’s 
Advanced Design System (ADS) solution. 

DS-ADS provides users of Keysight’s ADS solution with access to DesignSync’s 
comprehensive capabilities to undertake version control, release management 
and other software configuration management tasks in a fast, efficient and 
reliable manner.

The DesignSync/ADS Connector increases design productivity, maintains design 
data integrity and enables design teams working in ADS to collaborate on 
development of their IP to instantaneously share data using a single source of 
truth for all versions of schematic, binary, ASCII or any other forms of data. 

The DesignSync / ADS Connector provides ADS users with a simple, intuitive, high 
performance means of undertaking version control from within the ADS desktop. 

ADS users can Checkin, Checkout, Cancel, Delete, Tag, or undertake multiple 
other version control operations on any object in the ADS file, folder or library. 

The DS-ADS Connector knows which collection of files or libraries are associated 
with a cell, cell view, library, etc. It manages the transfer of data between an ADS 
user’s workspace and the DesignSync vault atomically. This ensures that a com-
plete data set associated with an object is transferred and that ADS user data 
integrity is maintained at all times. 

DesignSync can be used within the ADS main menu, or within the ADS design 
desktop using a built-in DesignSync GUI. DesignSync can also be used command 
line operations. 
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About DesignSync 

•  Supports file based or manifest (modules) based version control methodology

•  Provides full range of DesignSync operations from a GUI built into ADS desktop

•  Enables interoperability with other EDA design tools, e.g. Cadence Virtuoso, so that design
    data can be ‘checked out’ from ADS or Virtuoso desktop, passed to the other tool and 
    modified, then checked in to the same DesignSync vault or a DesignSync vault associated 
    with another EDA design tool. 

•  Permits design tool data output through modular data structures with hierarchical data 
    management (HREF) that allows re-use of unchanging core elements alongside 
    development or modification of new elements

Key Features of DS-ADS 

Benefits

•   Reliable, secure, scalable version control operations for small, single site design team to
     a geographically dispersed team working collaboratively on the same design

•   Implemented natively in ADS for high performance version control and software
     configuration management 

•   Enables two-way interoperability between ADS and other design tools, e.g. Cadence 
     Virtuoso, resulting in immediate version control in ADS vault instead of designers having
     to switch to another tool to undertake version control 

-  DesignSync 2014X onwards
-  ADS 2016 onwards
-  RHEL 6.x onwards

Supported 
Environments

DesignSync provides support for extremely large sets of complex (ASCII and 
binary), composite (multiple files across directories to create a single design 
object) and EDA-tool proprietary data types. 

Integration into multiple development tools (including Cadence® DFII, 
Synopsys® Custom Design and Galaxy, Eclipse IDE, and Microsoft® Visual 
Studio®, along with a stand-alone graphical user interface (GUI), command 
line access, a Tcl shell, and application programming interface (APIs)) help 
streamline data management and maximize user adoption. 

DesignSync is built on a unique, highly scalable client/server architecture 
capable of terabyte data management with millions of large GB-scale files. 
Static, dynamic, and hierarchical file use models are supported. 

The DesignSync-ADS Connector delivers multiple benefits to semiconductor
design teams


